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Instead of something highly political on the front page, Hows about an article on Insects. ?????
Well seriously, like the S.U. would publish an article about insects.

Insects

Have you ever stopped to wonder, Have you ever stopped to think?
As you watch your busy Mammy wash the cabbage down the sink, Who's that little green invader that's clinging to the leaf?
He's been eating all your "veggies", That shameless little thief.

He's eaten holes in all your cabbage, that cheeky little chappie.
Since he landed in the garden Daddy hasn't been too happy.
"Well he's gone and good riddance," Mammy said to little Joe.
As she swiped him from the cabbage, pulled the plug and let him go.

There are lots of little insects that in my cabbage patch abide,
If I killed them would the Gardai call my deed "insecticide"?
Would they throw me in a dungeon, in a dark and dingy jail?
Full of lots of Creepy Crawlies, would they sting me in the tail?

No, it seems a bit too risky,
I'll just watch them from afar.
As they gobble up my garden, use my fish pond as a bar.
But if I should find one in my lettuce, or swimming in my soup.
He'll regret that rude intrusion and I'll be cock-a-hoop.

Anthony Doyle.
Cigar smoking parrot contemplates the universe, seemingly oblivious to mysterious hovering custard pie.

First of all Tommy's dog made a leap for the trampoline, then everything went dark.

Funnies

Quack
Quack
Quack
Quack
Quack sand.

It is a little known yet disturbing fact, that no matter where you may be, at any given time, you are never more than 12 feet away from a prank.
The World's Most Unmentionable Disease.

Cancer - How many of you know exactly what cancer is? or know how you can get it?

Cancer is not contagious. I've told friends that I have it. They're very sympathetic and caring. But yet they won't even shake hands with me.

Cancer occurs when the cells in your body go out of control. There is a control system, which regulates the dividing of you cells. When these cells start dividing of their own accord, they produce new and different cells. These new cells produce a clump. This clump is called a tumour. Tumours can be either harmless (benign) or Cancerous (malignant). But, most tumours are harmless.

The area of the body where the cells are growing can be the only area affected.

But if medical attention is not sought, the cancer can spread to other parts. I myself, have had cancer for just over 3 years now. But I only went to my doctor 20 months ago. By this stage it was too late for medical treatment. But nowadays, with treatment improving, one third to one half of people who find they have cancer early on are cured fully.

For more information;
Contact;

Irish Cancer Society,
5 Northumberland Rd.,
Dublin 4,
Tel: (01) 6681855
Fax: (01) 6687599

If you are worried about cancer, or you think you might have it. Contact your Doctor immediately.
'IT's not only smoking that causes Cancer''

P. Collins.
DIT

CELEBRATION OF SPORTS DAY

Thursday, April 6th '95

As you have probably already read in the DIT Examiner, DIT are holding its first ever Sports Day. We have hired the facilities of the ALSAA complex at the Airport due to the wide selection of sports we can host there. Sporting activities already decided upon are as follows:

- Hockey - Mixed teams
- Soccer - Mens & Women, 11 & 5 a side
- Basketball - Mens & Womens
- Judo - Mens & Women (individual)
- WaterPolo - DIT match, beginners
- Gaelic Football - Mens & Womens 15 & 7 a side. Also DIT 'v' Dublin Selection
- Hurling - Mens & Womens
- Taekwondo - Individual
- Badminton - Individual & Mixed
- Volleyball - Mens & Womens
- Squash - Individual
- Swimming - Individual & Relays
- Handball - Individual
- Athletics - Individual & Relay teams Mens & Womens
- Weights - programme tuition
- Rugby - Mens & Womens 7 a side
- Tennis - Individuals & Doubles Mixed
- Snooker / pool - Individual
- Bowling - Individual
- Karate - Individual
- Golf - Individual
- Hockey / Hurling - Mixed teams *
- Fencing - Demonstration only

* The GAA & The Hockey Association have put together a compromise game which will be officially launched at ALSAA during our sports day. So if you think it sounds interesting get involved.

There will be courtesy buses to and from the Kings Inn St. entrance all day. The whole day is free so as to encourage as many people to attend as possible, either as spectator or participant. Hot and cold food stalls will be set up within the ALSAA grounds and there will be some sort of Guinness promotion later that day.

Hopefully we will be able to stage a few Lecturers 'v' Students competitions in various sports during the Day long celebration.

Entry forms will be available before the end of the week from your Class Rep. or directly from the S.U.

It is very important for this day to succeed as it is our way of showing the DIT Administration that we have NO facilities for sports in the DIT. We hope to achieve the best sports complex any university in the country has, as we do have the most students of any third level institution in Ireland.

So with all of your help we can achieve this and show the DIT how much of an interest we have in sport and how much we need the sort of facilities which are available at ALSAA.

Any queries or suggestions can be directed to your Class Rep. or the S.U. c/o Stuart.

Looking forward to seeing you there on the day.

Stuart Clarke,
R S & S.U. Clubs & Soc's Officer
Mixed Hockey

The mixed hockey club this year has achieved for the first time in the history of DIT Hockey, the double. Winning the cup and the league and also by distinguishing itself in having two star studded teams in the final of the cup. These included, Peter Beag and Peter Mor (nothing to do with the size of their feet!), Brugha and his compatible friend Darren 'Yogi Bear' Cauliflower, Emet "do'n't wear any shin guards and get an almighty blast", Cormac "The GOB" goalie and Mick whose "helmet doesn't fit" Finnegan Ritchie "will never miss a penalty" & Colin "God" Kelly.

Although the elements were against us we battled on through two matches of the round robin league final and managed to get the final game. The score at full time was one all a "not a bad goal" was scored by Lloyd "drop the soap in the showers" Semple and 4 minutes into extra time the winning goal was scored Alan alias Beaver.

wendy and Janet (nothing is organised badly and all buses turn up on time) would like to thank the crowd of moaners who made the year so enjoyable!!! Hope to see ye and many more next year. Also a very special thanks to Maura in the S.U. - who made it all possible.

(all the above names are purely fictional characters and no responsibility will be taken in any court of law!! Boo Boo!)
Ditsu Elections '95.

The results are as follows:

Ditsu OVERALL PRESIDENT:
Total Poll (T.P.) : 3458
Spoilt Votes (S.V): 107
Total Valid Poll (T.V.P.): 3351

Byrne, Colman: 2059
Crosbie, Ciaran: 1292
Byrne Elected.

Entertainments Officer:
T.P.: 784
S.V.: 26
T.V.P.: 758

1st Count 2nd Count
Burke, Derek: 337 +31 368
Green, Brendan: 113
Murphy, Gareth: 308 +19 327
Greens transfers were 52 Votes.
Burke Elected on Second Count.

Public relations officer:
T.P.: 779
S.V.: 22
T.V.P.: 757

Byrne, Eamonn: 298
Moore, Pat: 459
Moore Elected.

Clubs and Societies Officer:
T.P.: 766
S.V.: 17
T.V.P.: 753

Hegarty, Dara: 470
Kenny, Jason: 283
Hegarty Elected.

Due to the receipt of a letter from a solicitor acting on behalf of a number of DIT Students containing a complaint regarding the abolition of the Womens Rights Position and Anti-Discrimination Position in the referendum before Christmas. The Elections Supervisory Committee (E.S.C.) has decided due to the possibility of legal proceedings to seal the votes for Irish Language and Equality positions until the dispute is resolved.

Whelan, Noel: 619 125
Whelan Elected.
**Gaelic Football**

This article is been written as the DIT team members are still feeling somewhat tender after a great weekend in Cork. During the course of the weekend we won the muchcoveted Trench Cup and also the water fight. The team all behaved perfectly on Friday & Saturday nights and were in bed by 10 each night in preparation for our matches - not! Everybody performed great in both the semi-finals and finals and our captains Damian Diver and Gerry Sheridan lifted the cup to the delight of the thousand of travelling supporters. There were many talking points to the match with the use of elbows to the fore. All the teams (both Sigerson and Trench) retired for orange juice at the local and anywhere else they could find to sit in the Washington Bar. The highlight of the evening was DIT's singing as UCC tried to convince us that their win was better than ours. After this all the participants headed to a function in Jurys. It was a hot night and Mark Johnson definitely needed fresh air at the end of the night. As did several others. We then headed back to the apartments to cool off with some water and Mick Quinn sold tickets to a novel sideshow he was putting on in his flat. One of the lads also found time to fall in love with a wee Cavan lass. Anyway great fun was had by all and more importantly the Cup travelled back to Dublin from Cork with DIT. I would just like to thank our great! managerial team Ciaran O'Hare Franner and Jody.

**Results**

**semi final**

DIT 1-7 Waterford RTC 0-7

**FINAL**

@ Pairc ui Choimh

DIT 0-10 Tralee RTC 1-6

**Bolton st. players on DIT team.**

Club captain: Damian Diver

Captain: Gerry Sheridan

Ollie McNulty

Mark Johnson

Fergal Spillane

Mick Quinn

Brian O'Connor

Pat Harkin

Johnny O'Connor

**Up coming events**

Dublin u-21

Quarter final championship

DIT v St Marks

Sat. April 1st

Paisley College (Scotland)

Gaelic Football team will be visiting us on Wed. the 29th March.

Interested in playing GAA on DIT Sports day? if so Contact Ollie in S.U.

Ladies and Gents welcome.